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1 CPU COMPARISON 

Contemporary computer structure consists of four main components, namely a Central 

Processing Unit (CPU), Main Memory, Input and Output and the System Interconnections that connect 

each component with the rest of the system (Stallings 2016). The CPU controls computer operation and 

processes data (Stallings 2016). Comparing processors can be done by detailed analysis and 

benchmarking suits, which are designed to evaluate CPU performance. 

This paper will analyse and contrast the differences between two processors: 

 Intel Core i5-7600K 

 ARM Cortex-M7 “STM32F769BI” 

The results from this analysis can contribute towards understanding which processor a given 

company or consumer should use to meet set requirements. 

1.1 INTEL CORE I5-7600K 

Produced by Intel, the 7th Generation Intel Core i5-7600K processor employs a special naming 

convention described in the following diagram: 

 

FIGURE 1.1 – INTEL NAMING CONVENTION (Intel n.d.a) 

Product line “K” means that the processor is unlocked (Intel n.d.a), which allows users to setup 

a configuration that operates faster than certified by the original manufacturer. 

Related Specifications 

Microarchitecture Kaby Lake 

Instruction Set 64-bit 

Instruction Set Extensions Intel SSE4.2 

Lithography 14 nm 

Recommended Price ~£172 

Number of Cores and Threads 4 

Processor Bus Frequency 3.80 GHz 

Cache 6 MB SmartCache 

Thermal Design Power 91 W 

Processor Graphics Intel HD Graphics 630 
TABLE 1.1 – I5-7600K SPECIFICATIONS (Intel 2018a) 
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Related Advanced Technologies (Intel 2018a) 

 Intel Optane Memory Support 

Performs caching of external memory (Intel n.d.b). 

 Intel Virtualization Technology (VT-x) 

Remaps interrupts to the appropriate virtual machine (Intel 2017b). 

 Intel Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX-NI) 

Instructions set extensions that allow for transactional synchronization (Intel 2017b). These 

extensions provide further performance advancements when applied to multi-core systems 

(Intel 2012). This is achieved by enabling the processor to dynamically determine whether 

it needs to serialize threads through critical sections (Intel 2012). 

 Idle States 

The processor has a low-power idle state depending on the core frequency, workload and 

voltage (Intel 2017b). In some cases, this can reduce the CPU maximum power by more 

than 97% (Intel 2017b). 

 Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology 

Introduces multiple frequency and voltage points to improve processor performance and 

power efficiency (Intel 2017b). 

 

Commercial Application 

The i5-7600K is a general purpose 64-bit processor that is intended for consumer software 

running on desktop computers. A very cost-efficient CPU that is targeting not only the average user but 

also the enthusiast crowd because of its ability to overclock (McDonald, 2017). It does not have any 

embedded options available and does not support ECC memory (Intel 2018b). 
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1.2 CORTEX-M7 

Cortex-M are a family of reduced instruction set computing (RISC) processors. This paper will 

focus on Cortex-M7 manufactured by STMicroelectronics with part number “STM32F769BI”. 

Related Specifications 

Microarchitecture ARMv7-M (Harvard-based) 

Instruction Set Thumb (32-bit) 

Instruction Set Extensions DSP Extensions 

Lithography 40nm (Nass 2016) 

Recommended Price ~£12 (Farnell n.d.) 

Operating Frequency 216 MHz 

Internal RAM Size 512 kB + 128K DCTM 

FLASH Size 2048 KB 

L1 Cache 32 KB 

Supply Current per MHz 2.5 – 420 μA 

Supply Voltage 1.7 – 3.6 

Graphics TFT LCD Controller 
TABLE 1.2 – ARM CORTEX-M7 SPECIFICATIONS (ARM 2015a, 2015b; STMicroelectronics n.d.a) 

The Cortex M7 supply wattage can be calculated using the minimum and maximum values: 

𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛 

= (2.5 ∗ 10 ) ∗ 1.7 

=  4.25𝜇𝑊 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 

= (420 ∗ 10 ) ∗ 3.6 

=  1.5𝑚𝑊 

Related Advanced Technologies (STMicroelectronics n.d.a) 

 FMC 

Allows to connect not only RAM and FLASH memory, but also LCD controllers for cost-

effective graphical applications. (STMicroelectronics n.d.b). 
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 Digital Camera Interface (DCMI) 

Enables the Cortex-M7 to establish connection with CMOS camera modules using a 

synchronous parallel data bus (STMicroelectronics 2017b). 

 

FIGURE 1.2 (STMicroelectronics 2017b) 

 

Commercial Application 

Cortex-M processors support cost and energy efficient processing in applications such as: 

 Smartwatches 

 Industrial 

 Smart House Interior 

 Automotive 

 Drones 

They often come pre-installed on a developer board enabling consumers to realise ideas or 

project involving embedded designs. The Cortex-M7 supports ECC memory on both RAM and Cache 

(ARM n.d.) and up to 16MB of Instruction or Data of RAM called Tightly Coupled Memory (TCM) (ARM 

2015a). 
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1.3 GENERAL COMPARISON 

Intel’s HD Graphics can eliminate the need for a dedicated GPU, while the M7 supports an LCD 

Controller, which is a must have in home-automation. 

There is a notable difference in cache size, which matches the difference in throughput for both 

processors. Cortex-M7 programmers can optimally use the cache as there is usually one main program 

executing, unlike in desktop processors, where manufacturers must employ complex cache 

management features. Furthermore, the 7600K does not support ECC memory, which can deter clients 

that prioritise reliability. The M7 supports ECC RAM and cache, required in the automotive industry. 

Performance and Benchmarks 

Kaby Lake is CISC, while ARMv7-M is RISC, which makes calculating processor power based 

on throughput and MIPS complex and often inaccurate. Both CPUs can be compared with a 

benchmarking suit, yet comparable data is not readily available. CoreMark is a benchmark for 

embedded processors, which provides data for the Cortex-M7 and the Intel Core i5-3380M. The 

performance difference between the i5-7600K and the Cortex-M7 can be estimated by first calculating 

the difference between the 7600K and the 3380M using results from PassMark. 

Number PassMark Results α 

1 Intel Core i5-7600K 9153 

2 Intel Core i5-3380M 4417 
TABLE 1.3 – PASSMARK RESULTS (PassMark 2018a, 2018b) 

𝛿𝛼 =
𝛼

𝛼
=

9153

4417
= ~2.072 

Number CoreMark Results α 

1 ARM Cortex-M7 2000 

2 Intel Core i5-3380M 67087 
TABLE 1.4 – COREMARK RESULTS (CoreMark n.d.; Johnson n.d.) 

𝛿𝛼 =
𝛼

𝛽
=

67087

200
= ~335.435 

The 3380M is ~335 times better performing than the Cortex-M7. Multiplying 𝛿𝛼2  by 𝛿𝛼1 to 

calculate the performance difference between the M7 and the 7600K. 

𝛿𝛼 ∗  𝛿𝛼 = 335.345 ∗ 2.072 =  695.021 

The i5-7600K is approximately 695 times better performing than the Cortex-M7. 

Cost 

Often projects require multiple embedded microcontrollers because of distanced 

measurements, which is the reason why the Cortex-M7 is significantly cheaper than the i5-7600K. 

Furthermore, due to the low computing power, one M7 can only handle a certain amount of processing 

before significantly slowing down. 
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Energy Consumption 

High energy efficiency is a must in microcontrollers, as they will often be powered by a battery, 

while the priority in desktop processors like the i5-7600K is mainly put on processor performance. The 

Cortex-M7 consumes only a fraction of the energy that the i5-7600K. In peak performance, the M7 

consumes ~60666 times more power than the 7600K. 

1.4 DESIGN COMPARISON 

Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) 

The CPU i5-7600K employs the Kaby Lake microarchitecture that implements a x86-64 ISA 

with multiple extensions like SSE4.2 and MMX. SSE4.2 allows intel processors to support three-

operand syntax (Intel 2012), which may attract assembly programmers with improved code readability. 

Cortex-M7 is implemented using the ARMv7-M architecture, which provides full support for the 

Thumb instruction set with DSP extensions. DSP extensions improve numerical algorithms and signal 

processing on the CPU (Lorenser 2016), which is advantageous in environmental monitoring. The M7 

is 32-bit and mostly used to process small bits of data compared to a desktop processor, which makes 

it unlikely to make full use of a 64-bit processor. 

Memory Management 

Intel Core i5-7600K supports physical memory and virtual memory through paging. Pages are 

contained in structures, which reside in physical memory and determine physical address of page, 

access rights and other memory management information. (Intel 2017d). The EFLAGS registers provide 

flags for interrupt handling, access rights, instruction tracing, debug registers and other (Intel 2017d). 

The Cortex M7 provides interfaces such as ARM AMBA which provide high speed memory 

access at low latencies with unaligned data access and a Memory Protection Unit (MPU) that allows for 

multiple privilege levels. (ARM 2015b). The ARM processor supports interrupt handling, access rights, 

debug registers and instruction tracing like the Intel processor. 

Memory management is comparatively similar between the two processors, with added security 

by the Cortex M7 to meet automotive requirements. 

Error Correction 

The Intel 64 architecture that Kaby Lake implements registers that control and report on CPU 

performance and hardware errors. (Intel 2017c). Intel processors determine cache memory errors 

based on a threshold that relies on the number of lines that sustain multiple corrections. (Intel 2017d). 

The Cortex M7 supports ECC memory that protects the RAM and the Cache from errors. 

Furthermore, the processor uses duplication comparison to detect and correct errors (ARM 2015a). 

When a soft error is detected, the corrupted memory is flagged as reusable. 

The 7600K does not support ECC memory, which can severely hinder the reliability of the 

system. It is popular with the enthusiast crowd because of its ability to overclock, yet RAM overclocking 

would disrupt the stability of the system because of the lack of ECC. 
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Parallel Processing 

Each core in the Kaby Lake can fetch, dispatch, and execute with up to four instructions per 

cycle in a fourteen-stage pipeline with three arithmetic logical units (ALUs) and four decoders that 

decode up to five instructions per cycle (Intel 2017c). 

 

 

FIGURE 1.3 – KABY LAKE PIPELINE (Intel 2017c) 

The i5-7600K can perform branch predictions for up to 32 bytes at a time comprising of Direct 

Calls and Jumps, Indirect Calls and Jumps and Conditional branches (Intel 2016). 

MMX instructions provide parallel processing (Intel 2017d), which is especially useful when 

processing video and graphical information, as it can simultaneously operate on 8 bytes. (Intel 2017d). 

Parallelism is possible mainly due to out-of-order execution, where if a micro-operation is delayed, 

processing of other micro-operations can take place with the help of a buffer, each core dispatching up 

to six micro-operations per cycle (Intel 2017d).  

The Cortex-M7 is an in-order superscalar processor that supports a 6-stage pipeline Harvard 

architecture, implementing nested interrupts with priority levels to meet industry standards (ARM 

2015b). The i5-7600K provides more support for parallel processing, which is a must for professionals 

working on a desktop computer. In the case of the Cortex-M7, parallelism is rarely used or needed as 

the code standard for C does not support multi-threading.  
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Internal Structure and Interconnection Architecture 

 

FIGURE 1.4 – DIE SHOT OF THE QUAD-CORE GT2 KABY LAKE PROCESSORS (Intel 2015, 2017a) 

In Kaby Lake the L3 cache is shared amongst the cores, non-cacheable operations travel 

through the Ring to the System Agent, which System Agent contains an arbiter and controllers for high-

bandwidth from external devices (Intel 2016). The Gen9.5 GPU will most likely cause an extra-expense 

for consumers in the enthusiast community that are more likely to purchase a dedicated GPU instead. 

 

FIGURE 1.5 – CORTEX-M7 IMPLEMENTATION (Garcia and Yiu 2015) 

The Cortex-M7 offers extensive debug breakpoint capabilities by the Breakpoint Unit and 

memory robustness through the Memory Protection Unit (MPU) (ARM 2015b). Components such as 

the Embedded Trace Macrocell (ETM) enable full instruction trace, while the Floating-Point Unit 

provides double-precision operation (ARM 2015b). 
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Cache Organisation 

For the i5-7600K, the memory hierarchy is as follow from L0 to L3, Side Cache and DRAM 

(Intel 2015, 2017a). The smallest and fastest cache is the L0, which is found inside each core (Stallings 

2016). It is 8-way set associative, with 32 sets of 6 micro-operations lines, while the largest and lowest 

cache is the L3 Cache, which is shared across all cores and performs in a 16-way set associative way 

storing up to 64 bytes line size. (Intel 2015, 2017a). 

 

FIGURE 1.6 – INTEL ADVANCED SMART CACHE (Intel 2016) 

Intel Advanced Smart Cache allows for up to 256-bit internal data path from the L2 to L1 cache 

(Intel 2017c). 

The Cortex-M7 fetches non-cacheable memory from external memory using the AXIM interface 

(ARM 2015a). Some situations that involve memory allocating code can pollute the cache with 

unnecessary data, that is when the Bus Interface Unit includes logic to prevent this by disabling cache 

linefills when a cache miss is made after three consecutive linefills (ARM 2015a). 

1.5 CONCLUSION AND CURRENT TRENDS 

Both processors are well-equipped for the specific customer group that they are targeting with 

minor flaws that can be improved upon. 

Contemporary microprocessors like the Cortex-M7 have begun migrating to a 64-bit 

architecture, which further increases their usability, some of which are able to support operating 

systems.  

Modern desktop CPUs plan to implement the 7nm lithography process (Chang et al. 2017), 

which would effectively double the number of components that can fit on the processor, following 

Moore’s law. 
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2 CISC ASSEMBLY ALGORITHM 

C++ code: 

 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 6 
 7 
 8 
 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 

#include <iostream> 
 
///<summary> 
/// Generates numbers in the fibonacci series after 1. 
///</summary> 
static uintmax_t next() 
{ 
    // Using platform-independed maximum unsigned integer. 
    static uintmax_t num1 = 0; 
    static uintmax_t num2 = 1; 
     
    num2 = num1 + num2; 
    num1 = num2 - num1; 
    return num2; 
} 
 
///<summary> 
/// Generates a certain amount of numbers in the fibonacci series. 
///</summary> 
int main() 
{ 
    // Using an unsigned 8bit integer. 
    // More than 255 numbers are not supported, 
    // due to the rapidly increasing fibonacci numbers. 
    const uint8_t numbers = 10; 
 
    for (int i = 0; i <= numbers; ++i) 
    { 
        // Detects the first fibonacci number. 
        if(i < 1) 
        { 
            continue; 
        } 
        // Generates the next fibonacci number. 
        next(); 
    } 
     
    return 0; 
} 
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Assembly Code compiled with x86-64 gcc 7.3, demangled output that shows label names: 

 1 
 2 
 3 
 4 
 5 
 6 
 7 
 8 
 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

next()::num2: 
 .quad 1 
next(): 
 push rbp 
 mov rbp, rsp 
 mov rdx, QWORD PTR next()::num1[rip] 
 mov rax, QWORD PTR next()::num2[rip] 
 add rax, rdx 
 mov QWORD PTR next()::num2[rip], rax 
 mov rdx, QWORD PTR next()::num2[rip] 
 mov rax, QWORD PTR next()::num1[rip] 
 sub rdx, rax 
 mov rax, rdx 
 mov QWORD PTR next()::num1[rip], rax 
 mov rax, QWORD PTR next()::num2[rip] 
 pop rbp 
 ret 
main: 
 push rbp 
 mov rbp, rsp 
 sub rsp, 16 
 mov BYTE PTR [rbp-5], 10 
 mov DWORD PTR [rbp-4], 0 
.L7: 
 cmp DWORD PTR [rbp-4], 10 
 jg .L4 
 cmp DWORD PTR [rbp-4], 0 
 jle .L9 
 call next() 
 jmp .L6 
.L9: 
 nop 
.L6: 
 add DWORD PTR [rbp-4], 1 
 jmp .L7 
.L4: 
 mov eax, 0 
 leave 
 ret 
__static_initialization_and_destruction_0(int, int): 
 push rbp 
 mov rbp, rsp 
 sub rsp, 16 
 mov DWORD PTR [rbp-4], edi 
 mov DWORD PTR [rbp-8], esi 
 cmp DWORD PTR [rbp-4], 1 
 jne .L12 
 cmp DWORD PTR [rbp-8], 65535 
 jne .L12 
 mov edi, OFFSET FLAT:std::__ioinit 
 call std::ios_base::Init::Init() 
 mov edx, OFFSET FLAT:__dso_handle 
 mov esi, OFFSET FLAT:std::__ioinit 
 mov edi, OFFSET FLAT:std::ios_base::Init::~Init() 
 call __cxa_atexit 
.L12: 
 nop 
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58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

 leave 
 ret 
_GLOBAL__sub_I_main: 
 push rbp 
 mov rbp, rsp 
 mov esi, 65535 
 mov edi, 1 
 call __static_initialization_and_destruction_0(int, int) 
 pop rbp 
 ret 
 

 

Assembler explanation by label and function 

The code will be explained from the top to the bottom using information from Stallings (2016), Evans 

(2006), Sourceware (n.d.) and Intel (2017c): 

 next()::num2: 

.quad 1 – initializes a 64-bit variable. 

 next(): 

The function is initialized: 

push – pushes rbp to the stack, which saves the old pointer value 

mov – moves the memory at rsp is moved to rbp, which sets the new pointer value 

Addition and subtraction: 

mov – moves num1 into rdx 

mov – moves num2 into rax 

add – adds rdx to rax 

mov – moves rax at the address of num2 

The action repeats for subtraction but with “sub”. 

Return starts from the last mov in the function: 

mov – address num2 is moved to address rax 

pop – pops the top element of the stack into rbp 

ret – jumps to the next code location from the stack 

 main: 

The function is initialized: 

push – pushes rbp to the stack 

mov – moves rsp into rbp 

sub – makes room for a 16 bit variable 

Then the constant is instantiated: 

mov – moves the value 10 into a BYTE located at [rbp-5] 

Then the “i” in the for-loop is initialized: 

mov – moves the value 0 into a DWORD at [rbp-4] 
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 .L7: 

This is part of the for-loop conditional brackets: 

cmp and jg – if contents of [rbp-4] are greater than 10, jump to .L4 

The if condition: 

cmp and jle – if contents of [rbp-4] is less than or equal to 0, jump to .L9.  

It is interesting that the compiler here translates “< 1” to “=< 0”. 

Next, the function and the loop: 

call – first, pushes the code to stack, saves return location and then calls the function next(). 

jmp – jumps to .L6 

 .L9: 

nop – performs nothing, means no-opcode. 

 .L6: 

Part of the for-loop, increments i: 

add – adds the number 1 to the address [rbp-4] 

jmp – jumps to .L7 

 .L4: 

The end of the for-loop: 

mov – moves value 0 to eax. 

The end of the main(): 

leave – restores the old pointer rsb from the stack 

ret – jumps to the next code location from the stack 

 __static_initialization_and_destruction_0(int, int): 

Initializes and destroys the static variables. Every function involved as already been explained 

except for “jne”, which jumps when the value from the last “cmp” is “not equal to”. 

 .L12: 

Serves a function to restore the old pointer rsb from the stack when called by the static 

initialization label. 

 _GLOBAL__sub_I_main: 

The addresses esi and edi are registers saved by the calling function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter word count: Unspecified 
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3 PARALLEL COMPUTING SYSTEMS 

Parallel computing involves multiple processors that are processing data simultaneously. With 

more demanding applications, video games, software and the growth of distributed computing 

resources, parallel computing has been gaining broader interest. Furthermore, designing complex 

processors that can handle more operations and perform faster than previous generations is 

increasingly difficult and harder to achieve. Installing multiple reliable processors on the same die is 

more straightforward and less complicated than creating a new processor that can outperform them. 

The potential speedup of multi-threading is compared to a single processor can be estimated 

using Amdahl’s Law (Stallings 2016): 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑢𝑝 =
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑁 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑠
=

1

(1 − 𝑓) +
𝑓
𝑁

 

Amdahl’s Law relies on the fact that some part of the code is inherently serial, meaning that 

multi-threading would have no effect on the execution time of that part of the program during execution. 

Multi-core speedup depends on the way a software or program is coded. When multi-core computers 

were just gaining popularity, they did not offer much of a performance speed up, as most of the software 

was written for processors that do no support more than a single core. In contemporary computing, the 

speed up of having a multi-core system is much greater. 

3.1 SYMMETRIC MULTIPROCESSING (SMP) 

Symmetric Multiprocessing links the processors and the memory with the bus, with each 

processor and the main memory having bus controller units that serve a purpose to send and listen to 

messages on the bus. (Herlihy and Shavit 2011) In contemporary computer architecture, SMP is often 

used as it is easy to implement, however it suffers from a major flaw that makes it unable to connect 

too many processors because the bus will become overloaded (Herlihy and Shavit 2011). Such a flaw 

would not affect the average consumer, as even high-end desktop computer processors rarely support 

more than eight cores. Computer systems that implement multiple processors with an immense number 

of cores on each die would suffer the effects of bus interconnect overloading, with some processors 

reaching sixty-four cores, and some motherboards supporting more than four cores, especially in 

sectors of the industry that rely on complex servers to perform processing. 

 

FIGURE 3.1 – SMP ARCHITECTURE (Herlihy and Shavit 2011) 
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The report made from Dongarra (2016) on the Chinese Sunway TaihuLight describes one of 

the most powerful computer in the world, with a peak performance of 125.4 petaflops per second, 

implementing 10,649,600 cores in the whole system along with 1,31PB of main memory. The report 

further states that the Sunway TaihuLight was developed to provide services to public users across the 

world. The TaihuLight and many similar systems that aim to provide the public with access to distributed 

resources cannot use the SMP because of its main flaw that affects computer systems with a 

considerable number of cores. 

In an SMP system, processors have the same capabilities, perform the same functions, are 

controlled by an integrated operating system that connects the processors together and if a failure 

occurs in one of the processors, the system can continue to function without halting. (Stallings 2016) 

Symmetric Multiprocessing processor communication is performed by using common data areas inside 

the main memory, in which simultaneous access to separate blocks is possible along with allocation of 

private sectors for each processor (Stallings 2016). 

In a way, the fact that the processors need to have the same capability is limiting any multi-

processor system. Creating systems that can implement different processors inside a single computer 

system may allow average users to recycle their old CPUs to create a machine that can tackle complex 

tasks. Systems that connect machines over the internet into a distributed resource might be the answer 

to that, as all the users will have to do is install related software into their systems and then use their 

combined processing power as a single entity. 

While Symmetric Multiprocessing is a simple, flexible and effective system to implement, it does 

have its flaws that prevent it from expanding further. Clustering can solve these issues. 

3.2 CLUSTER 

An alternative to SMP which creates a unified network of computer systems, otherwise called 

nodes, that work together to provide access to a resource that acts like a single machine that can use 

different types of hardware to provide better and more cost-efficient performance and scalability 

(Stallings 2016). Similar applications have been and still are being implemented by the enthusiast crowd 

as well as server owners in the form of arrays of independent disks called RAID that can affect the 

performance and reliability of the external memory of a computer system. By connecting multiple hard 

drives together in a RAID configuration, the user can setup the system to duplicate data across all disks, 

effectively increasing the performance and reliability multiple times as data can be read from multiple 

places simultaneously. In many cases RAID configurations come with their own flaws such as slower 

write speeds, as the processor must write the same information at all places. 

The implementation of a cluster would further provide reliability improvements, as when one 

system fails another one can take its place without disrupting the normal workflow. Different system 

resources can be allocated to different tasks in relation to their complexity, which makes the Cluster 

system able to tackle small tasks with a small amount of resources rather than allocating resources to 

the current task while keeping the rest idle like a traditional desktop computer would. 
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In the typical Cluster architecture, computers are connected using LAN and a middleware layer 

of software, which presents the system to the user as a single unified entity, while at the same time 

ensuring load balance and failure response (Stallings 2016). 

 

FIGURE 3.2 – CACHELESS NUMA ARCHITECTURE (CLUSTER) (Herlihy and Shavit 2011) 

SMP is easier to manage and configure than cluster with less power draw and more stability, 

while the Cluster approach is more useful in the long run as they allow for better scalability and 

performance (Stallings 2016). 

3.3 CACHE-COHERENT NONUNIFORM MEMORY ACCESS (CC-NUMA) 

An Uniform Memory Access (UMA) provides all processors with access to all parts of the main 

memory with the same access time, which is similar to the Nonuniform Memory Access that grants 

different access times to different processors depending on the memory region, further improved upon 

by the Cache-Coherent Nonuniform Memory Access (CC-NUMA), in which the data in the cache is 

duplicated among all processors (Stallings 2016).  

The UMA system is equivalent to a SMP system as it functions in the same way, connecting 

processors that share the same memory but work independently and communicate via the main 

memory. The NUMA system is more like a Cluster as processors have their own main memory which 

enables faster access for processors with faster memory. The CC-NUMA system improves upon the 

NUMA system by synchronizing the cache which reduces the possibility for errors. 

The node is the basic building block of the CC-NUMA organisation, each node a processor that 

can access local cache, local main memory or remote main memory, interconnected by a switching 

mechanism, a ring or a network, while the whole process is transparent to the processor (Stallings 

2016). 

If a processor requests memory out of its local system, the following algorithm occurs 

(Simplified) (Stallings, 2016): 

 Request is sent to the bus arbiter 

 The location of the memory is recognized out of the local system 

 A request is sent to the actual node containing the memory location 

 The data is sent to the bus and transferred to the original request sender 

 The data is sent to the original request sender and its cache 
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If a modification is made in any cache, it is broadcasted over the bus to all the other nodes 

which can then decide what cache modification need to be performed, during which the original 

broadcaster needs to freeze the entry, so it does not change during the whole process (Stallings, 2016). 

The process of freezing the entry ensures reliability and that the entry would not change during 

broadcasting as that would cause a corrupt entry which would lead to further complications. 
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3.4 CONCLUSION 

In simpler cost-effective and small systems, the SMP or the UMA method is preferred, which 

can further be extended for the industry with a Cluster or a NUMA system. A grid of distributed resources 

would require a CC-NUMA system because of the performance benefits in the long run. 

 

FIGURE 3.3 – INEXPENSIVE PROCESSOR CLUSTERS CONNECTED IN A NETWORK (Aad van der Steen 2014) 

Agarwal et al. (2015) presents a solution for GPU-CPU systems that enables intelligent 

migration of data, as they identify that the CC-NUMA system is insufficient due to the aggressive 

prefetching of the GPU that is likely to often require access to memory that is out of local range. The 

paper estimated that their solution was able to perform 1.95 times better than the CC-NUMA system in 

certain spheres. The researchers identify that intelligent use of high-bandwidth memory can increase 

performs up to 5 times over traditional systems. 

The CC-NUMA system, as show in Agarwal et al. (2015), it is subject to improvement in spheres 

that involve large amounts of bandwidth and aggressive prefetching of data.  
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